
With Valnes WebLock, sharing access rights is as easy and secure as using internet banking. 
There are no expenses for replacing lost keys and replacing lock cores. Chips, cards, 
and codes can be canceled and replaced with new ones with a few mouse clicks, if necessary. 
Thanks to various automation options, you can save hundreds of working hours per month!

Door opening options: 
with employee cards, chips, codes,
mobile app, new Estonian ID card.

Valnes WebLock

Online Access control, 
anytime, anywhere
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Valnes WebLock's web environment and information 
exchange is encrypted and stored on a bank security 
server. In addition to entering the system with a username 
and password, it is convenient and secure to use an ID card 
and mobile ID. If desired, the software can also be stored 
on one's own server (such as by government agencies). 
The web interface is available in seven languages (English, 
Finnish, Swedish, Latvian, Lithuanian, Estonian, Russian). 

Valnes WebLock works flawlessly even in the 
event of a temporary power outage or loss of 
internet connection! When the internet 
connection is lost, the system continues to 
operate based on the last synchronized settings 
thanks to the built-in battery. All operations are 
stored in the controller's memory and when the 
internet recovers, the data is sent to the server.

› Remote access management in   
the web interface and on mobile

› Real-time overview of lock    
usage and users

› Easy activation and    
deactivation of access rights

› Delegation of access rights to tenants

› Door opening options: with employee 
cards, chips, codes, mobile app, or the 
new Estonian ID card.

› Elevators, barriers, gates, and parking 
spaces can be added to the system

Valnes WebLock makes 
commercial real estate 
management safe 
and convenient!

› One-time and time-limited codes      
for maintenance personnel

› Time settings for doors, light automation

› Additional solutions for rental houses, hotels and 
other accomodation facilities, sports clubs, spas, 
shopping malls, office buildings, manufacturing 
companies, healthcare and educational institutions 
with possibility to simplify the management of 
additional services in hotels, keep records of staff 
cafeterias, borrow books from the library, and to  
time the use of gyms or water parks

› Booking and payment environments as    
well as self-service kiosks can be integrated

Door opening options: 
with employee cards, chips, codes,
mobile app, new Estonian ID card.
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